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As regulators sharpen their scrutiny of environmental, social and governance investing claims, asset 
managers are augmenting their compliance teams with specialized staff. 
 
“With some of the news recently – firms getting in trouble for greenwashing or prospectively 
getting in trouble for greenwashing – I think what you’re finding is people are becoming much 
more paranoid about the legal risks and financial risks,” said Jonathan Doolan, managing partner at 
asset manager strategy consultant Indefi. Asset managers see greenwashing charges “as a stain not 
only on your brand, but more importantly, a stain on the balance sheet.” 
 
In May, the Securities and Exchange Commission settled its first asset management ESG case, 
charging BNY Mellon’s investment advisor unit with misrepresenting its ESG process. The BNY Mellon 
affiliate agreed to a $1.5 million penalty to resolve the charges without admitting or denying the 
findings. The SEC is also reportedly investigating Goldman Sachs mutual funds marketed with “clean 
energy” or “ESG” in their names. DWS is also contending with probes by U.S. and overseas regulators 
over its sustainable investing claims. And last month, the SEC proposed new rules aimed at cracking 
down on misleading ESG labels. 
 
A number of managers have posted job ads seeking ESG compliance specialists in recent months. 
 
Nuveen posted an ad in May seeking an ESG compliance officer in New York. Job responsibilities for 
the role include developing and maintaining compliance policies and procedures related to ESG 
oversight and monitoring, tracking regulatory developments around these issues, and responding to 
ESG-related regulatory examinations and inquiries. Meanwhile Natixis Investment Managers posted 
an ad seeking an ESG-focused compliance consultant in Boston. 
 
Janus Henderson is currently searching for a global head of ESG compliance. The position, based in 
London, will be part of the asset manager’s risk and compliance group and is expected to work with 
the firm’s regulatory development team, global investment compliance teams and distribution and 
marketing groups to create integrated global compliance processes, according to a job posting. 
 
“As new ESG-related requirements continue to emerge globally…this role will enable us to more 
effectively bring together all of the various strands of ESG-focused compliance work,” Alison Sewell, 
the chief operating officer for the firm’s risk and compliance group, said in a statement to FundFire. 
 
Similarly, T. Rowe Price recently posted a job advertisement for a senior compliance consultant 
focused on ESG products. The role is based London or Luxemburg. The firm is seeking a candidate 
who can act as a subject-matter expert when reviewing and approving pre-contractual and periodic 
sustainability-related disclosures for pooled fund products and discretionary managed clients. 
 
Alternative managers are making similar moves. Blackstone is searching for an ESG attorney to join 
its legal and compliance team in New York to coordinate an ESG-related compliance program across 
businesses and corporate functions. Real estate and alternative credit firm Pretium recently 
advertised for an ESG compliance associate role in New York City tasked with driving the firm’s ESG 
framework. 
 



These kinds of roles are more common in Europe, where regulations around sustainable investing 
and environmental, social and governance are more robust, but U.S. managers are now showing 
more interest, said Sarah Sliva, consultant and member of the financial services practice at Heidrick & 
Struggles, an organizational consulting and recruitment firm. 
 
While smaller managers might rely more on industry associations and third parties to keep a pulse on 
the regulatory environment, midsized and larger asset managers are increasingly interested in having 
“an in-house capability to sort of figure out what an ESG strategy and compliance might look like,” 
said Sudeep Doshi, partner at McKinsey & Co. “Under this SEC regime, you want to make sure that 
you’ve crossed all the T’s and dotted all the I’s.” 
 
The ESG compliance officer role is still new to the asset management industry, and firms are looking 
for candidates who are flexible and can take on various responsibilities, said Liz Langel, partner and 
member of the financial services practice at Heidrick & Struggles. This position often reports to a 
head of compliance or head of risk and control, but also works closely with other departments such 
as sales or marketing to make sure the company is “doing what it says it’s doing,” she said. 
 
At a more centralized manager, it makes sense to embed an ESG specialist within a broader 
compliance team, Doshi said. “Or you can imagine another model where these teams are kind of 
disparate…you might choose to actually embed this capability closer to the commercial or 
investment engine,” he said. “I think there’s going to be room for multiple models to co-exist.” 
 
For firms looking to rely on this kind of new specialist, finding the right talent will be the challenge, 
recruiters say. 
 
“We’ve found that the challenge with climate risk or ESG compliance executive searches is not 
finding candidates that are interested in the role, but rather finding the right culmination of skills in 
candidates,” said Sliva. “Because this is a relatively new area of focus for organizations, there isn’t [an 
existing] talent pool.” 
 
Instead of seeking out candidates with specific titles or experience at certain firms, “we look for 
candidates who are agile, have broad portfolio management [experience], a demonstrated ability to 
articulate the vision and strategy for the program, regulatory exposure, as well as quantitative 
backgrounds to develop a framework and measurements in a relatively nascent domain,” she said. 
 
Some companies are increasing staff and delegating them to various compliance-related activities 
rather than putting an ESG specialist in the compliance department, said George Wilbanks, founding 
partner of executive recruitment firm Wilbanks Partners. For example, some firms are adding staff to 
review client documents and portfolio construction as it relates to ESG, or to keep an eye out for 
inaccurate messaging or style drift from the portfolio management team, he said. These roles don’t 
necessarily sit in the compliance department but perform compliance-related functions, he added. 
 
At other companies, heads of ESG still oversee some of the ESG-focused compliance responsibilities, 
Wilbanks said. 


